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AT HIGH POINT MARKET, HENREDON TURNS TO WHAT IT DOES BEST—LUXURY IN GRAND SCALE—AND DELIVERS IN AN
IMPRESSIVE NEW SHOWROOM

HIGH POINT, NC - October 2014 - Henredon has been a staple in America’s most luxurious homes for over 65 years. Now with an allnew showroom in the historic Market Square building, coupled with exciting new product introductions, it has never been easier to
see why the name “Henredon” represents the finest in home furnishings. Specifically this market, Henredon introduces two new
collections: Westbury Manor and Référence - both with beautiful new upholstery additions that complement each collection.
First, inspired by the gilded age, Westbury Manor, takes its cues from some of the most extravagant interiors in history. Europe
served as a resource library for this collection with late 19th and early 20th century influences which culminate into an industrialized
look with Victorian flourishes. Featured woods include: Mahogany, Figured American walnut cathedral, European walnut burl, and
angel stump walnut. The finish is a rich deep antique walnut with light patina that looks like a well-kept antique. Hardware was
designed specifically for each piece using inspiration from turn-of-the-century original pieces.

4300-42 Westbury Manor Occasional Table— with handinlaid parquetry, dentil molding, and fluted pedestal.

4300-48 Westbury Manor Chest—with elegantly
carved posts, rich moldings and carved accent panel.

4300-21— Westbury Manor Buffet— with impressive architectural gallery. Inspired by a built-in dining room cabinet.
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Next, Henredon is also pleased to introduce the new upholstery and occasional collection, Référence, by Patrick Aubriot. Henredon worked with Patrick Aubriot, a Paris Architect, to develop a unique and inspired collection of upholstery and occasional.
Consisting of three major upholstery settings and three complementary occasional groupings, the collection is decidedly transitional and exquisitely refined. The case goods incorporate a mix of materials including zebrano and rosewood veneers and the finest
hand-rubbed finishes, nickel accents, and, on select items, white agate stone. Mr. Aubriot will be with us during the October Market to share his inspirations for this new collection.

6901-48—Référence chest of drawers— with white agate
stone top and cream lacquer drawer fronts.

6901-40—Référence cocktail table— with grid silver
leaf top and sculptural mahogany base.

6900-49—Référence dsplay cabinet— in zebrano wood with glass inset
shelves.
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H1451 Bernard—Sophisticated transitional
wing chair with refined architectural elements.

H1452 Natalie—Sophisticated transitional club chair
with unique collared back and elegant exposed wood
base.

H1460 Newport—18th century design made transitional
with a beautiful double half circle base.
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